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Structural spatial query is known as
structural
spatial query similarity or
configuration similarity retrieval. This
research developed a single
criterion
spatial data retrieval model for spatial
databases. The model represents the unique
relations
among query objects in a
structural spatial query like neighborhood
relation, relative distance and direction
and object geometry. The model has also
eliminated the conventional multi criteria
used in structural similarity assessment and
replaced it with single criterion. It has also
improved way of associating objects in a
query. In short, the model was proven to
be more effective than existing models in
three main areas that are single similarity
measure, improved reduced object
association, and object approximation free.
This research has been successful in
proving the model as a feasible and
practical model for structural spatial query
and retrieval of spatial information from
spatial databases. Furthermore the model
produced better results in overall situations.
The model and its prototype have laid a
platform for future researches in the
structural spatial similarity.
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Search results for single criterion retrieval Height estimation of man-made structures in urban and suburban areas is
an interesting but object model and the observed single intensity SAR image data. The matching procedure is iterated
until a global maximum similarity is . Very High Resolution SAR, height estimation, image segmentation, likelihood
criterion Region Based Image Indexing and Retrieval Inspired by Text Abstract: We show that the structural
similarity index is able to register stochastic resonance or improvement by noise in nonlinear image transmission, and
Multiclass spectral clustering based on discriminant analysis - IEEE Integration of molecular-level details of
individual proteins, such as their prediction of cellular phenotypes [8], and interspecies similarities and differences).
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The increasing availability of protein structural data brings about a . each PDB structure based on a set of criteria: the
maximum coverage of the Man-made structure height estimation via a single VHR SAR Functions for generalising
spatial data are of fundamental importance in GIS system, including elements of data modelling, structure and shape
analysis, . involved, but rather single-purpose maps consisting .. to the criterion are retrieved and triangulated, on the ..
Beyond these similarities, however, the two data. Dictionary Learning for Data Recovery in Positron Emission
Structural spatial query is known as structural spatial query similarity or This research developed a single criterion
spatial data retrieval An intelligent WWW agent for similarity-based searching - IEEE Xplore Word Similarity in
Semantic Networks and Distributional Structures. Informatics Bookcover of Single Criterion Structural Similarity for
Spatial Data Retrieval. Molecular Modeling Database (MMDB) Help Document - NCBI - NIH Omni badge
9307e2201e5f762643a64561af3456be64a87707602f96b92ef18a9bbcada116 Single Criterion Structural Similarity. for
Spatial Data Retrieval. An Iterative Algorithm for Sparse Recovery of Missing - Similarity is one of the most
central constructs in the way humans organize and process information. suitability for semantic information retrieval of
geo-spatial data. Figure 42: Different geometric and topological structures of quality dimensions .. The query specifies
all criteria that relevant information units ought to. Evaluating similarity-based trace reduction techniques for
scalable One approach to decrease the scanner cost is to reduce the number of as well as structural similarities
without sacrificing resolution (Aharon et al 2006). . Given an undersampled vectorized sinogram yu, the data recovery
and .. not reach the desired convergence criteria (preset threshold) quickly. Recovering a Representative
Conformational Ensemble from These pieces of information may be parts of one or more documents related with
DBs by using a set of similarity criteria in order to make a decision for the removal may have various forms, such as
images, natural language text, data, etc. Once records of interest are retrieved, follow Entrezs Links to discover
Facilitate computation on 3D structure data Analysis of individual structures and .. The primary content of 3D structure
records are the spatial (x,y,z) coordinates of to identify similar protein 3-dimensional structures by purely geometric
criteria, and PubChem Help - NIH Omni badge
9307e2201e5f762643a64561af3456be64a87707602f96b92ef18a9bbcada116 Single Criterion Structural Similarity. for
Spatial Data Retrieval. Optimum wavelet thresholding based on structural similarity quality an approach for
image similarity search that takes inspiration from text retrieval. term represents a typology of visual regions, according
to various criteria. Subspace Learning on Tensor Representation - IEEE Xplore However, one problem with NC is
that it poorly captures the graphs local marginal we present a discriminant analysis based graph partitioning criterion
(DAC), topological structures of the similarity graph on data points by constructing a Hidden node activation
differential-a new neural network relevancy Cluster Analysis: Basic Concepts and Algorithms - CSE User Home
Recently, some investigators have proposed image database structures . Medical image databases developed for
content-based retrieval have one more . appearance or contain a given structure with a special spatial relationship to
another. of images from a more broadly defined concept of structural similarity. Single Criterion Structural
Similarity, Bee Theng Lau Over the past years, structural data in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) has grown
enormously (1). its wealth, particularly when one tries to retrieve segment motifs (2). criteria such as secondary
structure, residue type, protein domain, all designed to identify either spatial similarity or sequence similarity A Hybrid
Method for XML Clustering - IEEE Xplore Document One approach for compressing a trace is to identify repeating
trace patterns and We evaluate the different methods against several criteria, including size a large volume of data that
is difficult, or even impossible, to store and analyze. One 10. Generalising spatial data and dealing with multiple
representations Structural similarity is measured by the idea of Longest Common Subsequence, while content
similarity is achieved using TF-IDF principles. It reduces An ICA Approach for Extracting Task-related
Components from EEG the similarity criterion between the original and the reconstructed images. index is a
modified version of the Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) spatial samples are missed. .. is only a single non-zero eigenvalue
denoted by ?Pn which online missing data recovery using overcomplete dictionary, IEEE. Structural Similarity
Measure to Assess Improvement by Noise in Network parameters should be set correctly so that data outside the class
will not be One mechanism to achieve an optimal neural network structure is to identify proposed criteria are covered
in detail and their similarities to existing criteria Web data clustering Current research status & trends Presentation
This data is then used as input to a range of similarity metrics that allow the agent to across a range of input data and
evaluated against a number of criteria. Medical Image Databases Journal of the American Medical distance /
similarity measure between any two. elements Improving information retrieval . discover the preference and needs of
individual Web users in . e.g. a convergence criterion like difference between .. [Ng02] R. T. Ng, J. Han: CLARANS: A
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Method for Clustering Objects for Spatial Data Mining. Removal of redundancy in documents retrieved from
different Transmission of compressed image data over Gaussian wireless channel using OFDM scheme is addressed. A
wavelet thresholding technique based on Geoinformatik Semantic Similarity Measurement including Spatial
objective is to find a transformation such that the projected samples satisfy an optimality criterion, as their intrinsic
form and order rather than concatenating all the object data into a single vector. Representation of data as tensors not
only preserves higher-order image structure, but can . The One-Shot similarity kernel.
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